An algorithm for generating combinatorial structures is said to be an orderly algorithm if it produces precisely one representative of each isomorphism class. In this paper we describe a way to construct an orderly algorithm that is suitable for several common searching tasks in combinatorics. We illustrate this with examples of searches in nite geometry, and an extended application where we classify all the maximal partial ocks of the hyperbolic and elliptic quadrics in P G(3; q) for q 13.
Introduction
The application of computers to searching and classifying problems in nite geometry has a long history, with early examples being the construction of the Lunelli-Sce hyperoval in PG(2; 16) in 1958 ( 12] ) and much of the work of Marshall Hall Jr. and R.H.F. Denniston.
Computers can be e ectively used to gain insight into con gurations in nite geometries by searching in small geometries, either exhaustively or heuristically. For example, the construction of the in nite family of Subiaco q-clans 4] was motivated and guided by the examples which arose from computer searches for hyperovals in small projective planes 19] .
One of the main di culties in writing e ective computer search programs for con gurations in nite geometries (here I take the term to mean roughly, projective planes, projective spaces and polar spaces) is the isomorphism problem. Classical geometries tend to have very large automorphism groups and so there are huge numbers of isomorphic copies of almost any con guration, which have to be detected and eliminated at some stage. The isomorphism problem dooms to failure any naive program that attempts to nd all the goal con gurations and then lter them for isomorphic copies. Confounding the problem is that isomorphism checking in geometries appears to be almost pathologically di cult | the best general program for graph isomorphism, Brendan McKay's nauty 15] , nds graphs related to nite geometries orders of magnitude more di cult than other graphs of similar size and regularity.
Therefore, a major part of any search program is some strategy to avoid producing too many isomorphic con gurations, and more importantly to reduce the search space by not searching through parts of the search space isomorphic to previously searched portions.
Thus an ideal search program has the property that it nds each goal con guration precisely once, and performs no redundant searching. Algorithms with the rst of these properties were given the name orderly algorithms by Read 20] (see also 5]). However constructing such an orderly algorithm is a nontrivial task.
McKay 14] has developed an extremely general framework for the isomorph-free generation of combinatorial structures. The aim of the current paper is to give a simpli ed and concrete version of this algorithm suitable for many normal searching tasks, together with some examples of its use, and one extended application of the algorithm to a problem in nite geometry.
An orderly algorithm
Let G be a group acting on a set V and suppose that we wish to nd precisely one representative of each G-orbit on subsets of V that satisfy some hereditary property P (so if S has property P then so do all the subsets of S). As usual, G X will denote the setwise stabiliser of X in G. Suppose that we can de ne a function : 2 V ! 2 V on subsets of V that has the following properties:
(X) is an orbit of G X on X.
(X g ) = (X) g for all g 2 G.
The graph isomorphism program nauty nds the automorphism group of a graph together with a canonical labelling of that graph. When a subset X of the vertex set is speci ed, nauty nds the automorphism group of the stabiliser of X together with a canonical labelling of the partitioned graph. If G is the automorphism group of a graph ? on the vertex set V it is always possible to de ne to be the orbit of G X containing the vertex with the lowest canonical label when nauty is applied to ? with the set X stabilised.
Now let S k contain one representative of each G-orbit on k-sets of V that have property P, and consider the following procedure for constructing the set S k+1 , by augmenting each of the k-sets in S k .
for each X in S k for each orbit representative x of G X on V nX if x 2 (X + x) and X + x has property P then add X + x to S k+1 end for end for
The next result follows from the general theory developed by McKay 14] but for completeness we include a simple direct proof. Therefore, starting with the base case S 0 = f;g this algorithm is an orderly algorithm for constructing one representative of each subset of V with property P.
When G is the automorphism group of a graph ? and is de ned in the default fashion, then we shall call this the basic orderly algorithm. Section 4 describes a few modi cations to the basic orderly algorithm.
Although the algorithm is expressed in a breadth-rst fashion (compute all of S 1 , then all of S 2 etc.) it would normally not be programmed in this fashion because the sets S k can get enormously large even if there are only a few nal con gurations. As the augmentation of a set X 2 S k depends only on X (and not on the other members of S k ) it is easy to program this in a depth-rst fashion, where the recursive action is simply to augment the most-recently produced set at all times.
One advantage of this algorithm is that it is very easy to partition between as many machines as are available. Compute all of S k for some small value of k, partition S k into as many parts as there are machines, and set each machine working to complete its own part. An orderly algorithm does not eliminate isomorphism checking | it is just a method for doing it as early as possible, in the hope that it will have maximum e ect on reducing the search space. However there are a variety of situations where it would not be e cient to use an orderly algorithm. The orderly algorithm gives full information about the number of isomorphism classes at every level (size). Suppose however that we are searching for subsets of a certain goal size and that they are quite rare. Then it will probably be the case that there will be a large number of subsets of some intermediate size almost all of which can never be completed to a goal con guration. If augmentation of subsets is fast it may be much quicker to run an exhaustive search where almost nothing survives through to a goal con guration than to nd the precise numbers of all the uninteresting intermediate con gurations.
In many of these situations a hybrid approach is the best | an orderly algorithm for the rst few levels, to obtain a set of guaranteed pairwise non-isomorphic \starter con gurations" followed by a fast exhaustive search to complete these starter con gurations. Of course a nal isomorphism check to eliminate duplicates will also be needed.
Examples
In this section we give some illustrative examples of the use of such an orderly algorithm.
Independent sets or cliques in graphs
An independent set in a graph is a set of vertices no two of which are adjacent, whereas a clique is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices. Both properties are hereditary and hence the basic orderly algorithm can be used to classify either independent sets or cliques.
There are an enormous number of questions in combinatorics in general and geometry in particular that can naturally be phrased in terms of cliques or independent sets in a graph. Most of these are not amenable to computation because the graphs are far too large, but there are still several for which the orderly algorithm is useful.
In Section 5 we describe the results of a search using this technique to nding partial ocks of hyperbolic and elliptic quadrics of PG(3; q).
Arcs in projective planes
We recall that an arc in a projective plane is a set of points, no three of which are collinear. Such an arc is called complete if it is maximal with respect to this property (unfortunately the term maximal arc is reserved for another concept). It is clear that the property of being an arc is hereditary.
Arcs in projective planes have been extensively studied (see Thas 22] and Hirschfeld & Storme 9]), and in particular there has been a tremendous amount of work on hyperovals which are complete arcs of the maximum possible size q + 2 in a plane of even order q (see Cherowitzo 3] ).
If we take ? to be the point-line incidence graph of the projective plane then the basic orderly algorithm can be directly applied.
In this fashion we have classi ed complete arcs of all sizes in the planes PG(2; q) for all q 19 . These results will appear in a forthcoming paper.
Caps in projective spaces
A cap in PG(d; q) is a set of points in the projective space PG(d; q) with no three points collinear, and a complete cap is a cap maximal with respect to this property, which is clearly hereditary.
If we take ? to be the point-hyperplane incidence graph of the projective space PG(d; q) the basic algorithm can be directly applied.
Using a modi cation of the basic orderly algorithm (see Section 4) we have classi ed the complete caps in the spaces PG(3; 4), PG(3; 5), PG(4; 2), PG(4; 3) and PG(5; 2) (also see 9]), but two interesting cases PG(3; 7) and PG(4; 4) are currently both too large to attack.
BLT-sets and ocks
A BLT-set is a set of (q + 1) pairwise skew lines in the generalized quadrangle W(q) such that no line of W(q) meets three of the lines in the BLT-set (see Bader, Lunardon & Thas 2]). A partial BLT-set is then simply k pairwise skew lines with no line of W(q) meeting three of them; this property is clearly hereditary.
BLT-sets and ocks of the quadratic cone in PG(3; q) are closely related, and classifying BLT-sets also yields all the ocks of the quadratic cone.
If we let ? be the intersection graph on the lines of W(q) then the basic algorithm can be directly applied. (Notice that a BLT-set is in fact a special kind of independent set in ?.)
Using this we have classi ed all the BLT-sets for q 17 (thereby extending the results of 7]), and by using a hybrid algorithm we have found many new BLT-sets for q = 19 and q = 23. These results will appear in a forthcoming paper 18].
Extensions to the basic algorithm
By far the most time-consuming part of the basic orderly algorithm is the repeated calls to nauty to answer the question \Is x 2 (X + x)?" Many of those calls are unavoidable because there must be at least one such call for every augmentation that is accepted. However in general there will be many calls made to nauty where the answer to the question is \No". We would like to avoid as many of these calls as possible.
This can often be achieved by using a two-stage de nition of (see McKay 14] for discussion of this point in the general framework). Suppose that there is some easy-tocompute combinatorial value (x) that can be associated with each point of a subset X. Then will be constant on each orbit on G X on X and if it is su ciently powerful it will distinguish between the orbits of G X on X. Now de ne (X) to be the orbit O of G X on X that satis es both of the following conditions:
1. The parameter takes its maximum value on O 2. The orbit O contains the lowest canonically labelled point among all the orbits satisfying condition 1.
Then many possible augmentations X +x can be immediately rejected if (x) does not have the maximum value. (Of course, maximum can be replaced by minimum here if desired.)
Furthermore, even when nauty does have to be called, the partition of X + x (or even of the whole vertex set V ) de ned by is useful to nauty as an invariant that helps in speeding up the canonical labelling process.
In applications to nite geometry it is often quite di cult to nd any simple combinatorial parameter that distinguishes between the points, but the considerable cost of applying nauty can make it worthwhile to develop fairly complicated parameters. As an example, consider the program for nding caps in PG(d; q). A suitable parameter can be devised by keeping count of the intersections of X with the hyperplanes of PG(d; q), and for each point x 2 X the number of hyperplanes on x that intersect X in i points. Notice that in this case (x) is actually a vector valued parameter.
Finally we observe that the requirement that P be a hereditary property is actually stronger than is needed. It is su cient that every set X that satis es P contains some element x so that X ? x also satis es P (and of course must be de ned to select such an element).
Partial ocks of hyperbolic and elliptic quadrics
In this section we use the orderly algorithm described in the preceding sections to investigate partial ocks of de ciency one of hyperbolic and elliptic quadrics.
Consider the three types of absolutely irreducible quadrics in PG(3; q) | the elliptic quadric, hyperbolic quadric and quadratic cone.
A ock of an elliptic quadric E is a collection of q ? 1 planes whose intersections with E partition the q 2 + 1 points of E into q ?1 disjoint conics with 2 points left over (the carriers of the ock).
A ock of a hyperbolic quadric H is a set of (q+1) planes of PG(3; q) whose intersections with H partition the (q + 1) 2 points of H into (q + 1) disjoint irreducible conics.
A ock of a quadratic cone K is a set of q planes whose intersections with K partition the q(q + 1) non-vertex points of K into disjoint conics
In all three cases a partial ock of the quadric Q is a set of planes whose intersections with Q are pairwise disjoint irreducible conics. The de ciency of a partial ock is the number of planes that it is short of a ock.
Let`be a line external to the quadric Q. Then the planes through`that meet Q in an irreducible conic form a ock called a linear ock.
Walker 23] and independently Thas (see 8]) showed that there is a translation plane of order q 2 associated with a ock of a quadric; this plane is desarguesian if and only if the corresponding ock is linear. Johnson 10] showed that one can also construct a translation plane of order q 2 from a partial ock of de ciency one. As regards partial ocks of de ciency one, Payne and Thas 17] showed that for a quadratic cone every such partial ock can be completed to a ock. Orr 16] showed that for q 2 f5; 9g the elliptic quadric has a maximal partial ock of de ciency one. Jonhson 10] showed that for q = 4 the hyperbolic quadric has a maximal partial ock of de ciency one and Johnson & Pomareda 11] proved the same result for q = 9. Thas 22] asks for for which further values of q there exist maximal partial ocks of de ciency one.
In this work we perform a complete search for maximal partial ocks of both elliptic and hyperbolic quadrics for all values of q 13. For elliptic quadrics we con rm Orr's result, and for hyperbolic quadrics we nd an additional four maximal partial ocks of de ciency one | two when q = 5 and two when q = 7.
The computation
We shall express the problem as a clique-nding problem in certain graphs.
An elliptic quadric E induces a polarity of PG(3; q). Under this polarity a set of k secant planes pairwise meeting in a line external to E (that is, a partial ock) is mapped to a set of k points o E with any pair joined by a line secant to E.
Therefore we de ne the graph G 1 = G 1 (E) as follows: The vertices of G 1 are points of PG(3; q) not on E, and two vertices x and y are adjacent if the line xy is a secant line to E. Then each clique of this G 1 corresponds to a partial ock of E. As each point o E lies on q(q ? 1)=2 secants to E the graph G 1 is regular with valency q(q ? 1)(q ? 2)=2. Table 1 gives the size and valency of these graphs for q 16. A hyperbolic quadric H also induces a polarity of PG(3; q). The image of a partial ock of size k under this polarity is a set of k points not on H such that any two are joined by an external line to H. Therefore we de ne a graph G 2 = G 2 (H) as follows: the vertices of G 2 are the points of PG(3; q) not on H and two vertices are adjacent if the line meeting them is an external line. Therefore G 2 has q 3 ?q vertices and is regular with valency q 2 (q ?1)=2. Table 1 gives the size and valency of these graphs for q 16 .
The basic orderly algorithm is used to construct maximal cliques in the graphs G 1 (E) and G 2 (H) for elliptic and hyperbolic quadrics in the spaces PG(3; q) for all q 13. Table 2 shows the results for the elliptic quadrics and Table 3 for the hyperbolic quadrics. For the elliptic quadrics, these results con rm the existence of the maximal partial ocks of de ciency one found by Orr and prove their uniqueness.
For the hyperbolic quadrics we nd the maximal partial ocks of de ciency one found by Johnson, and Johnson & Pomareda, but also we nd two new partial ocks of de ciency one for each of q = 5 and q = 7. 4  68  12  60  24  5  130  30  120  50  7  350  105  336  147  8  520  168  504  224  9  738  252  720  324  11 1342  495  1320  605  13 2210  858  2184  1014  16 4112  1680  4080  1920   Table 1 We can give brief combinatorial descriptions of each of these sets.
The set X 1 lies on two intersecting lines (and hence lies on a plane) and contains the point of intersection of the lines and two further points from each line. The stabiliser group of X 1 (inside the stabiliser of H) has order 16 with its two orbits being the point of intersection and the four remaining points.
The set X 2 can be obtained from X 1 by omitting the point of intersection of the two lines and adding a further point not on the plane containing X 1 . The stabiliser of X 2 has order 48 with the two orbits being the points on the two lines and the new point o the plane.
The set X 3 is also a planar con guration. The rst four points shown comprise a quadrangle, and the three remaining points comprise the intersections of the three pairs of secant lines to the quadrangle. The stabiliser of X 3 has order 48 with its two orbits being the quadrangle and the remaining three points. All the translation planes of order 25 6] and order 49 13] are known, so we can identify the planes corresponding to the partial ocks of de ciency one in these listings. Table 4 gives a few details (where as in 13] we give the group as the translation complement modulo the scalars).
